
Research Based 
Pedagogy

• Dr. Joe Renzulli and Dr. Sally Reis

• Student Profiler - Interest based learning

• Create opportunities for students to apply, 
deepen, and extend their learning through 
challenging projects and tasks

• Create opportunities for students to think, reason, 
evaluate, and create

• Create learning environment that helps you meet 
your goals and engages students in developing 
the 21st century skills they need to succeed



School Wide Enrichment Goals

Developing talents in all children

Providing a broad range of advanced-
level enrichment experiences for all 
students

Providing advanced follow-up 
opportunities for young people based 
on their strengths and interests

Renzulli Goals

To increase achievement, motivation, and 
engagement in learning through an 
enrichment-based approach and to make 
differentiation easier.

How does Renzulli Learning 
Support SEM?



SEM 
Framework

The Schoolwide Enrichment Model (SEM)
Every Child Possesses Gifts And Talents 

General Exploratory 
Activites

Group Training 
Activities

Individual and Small 
Group Investigations 

of Real Problems

The Schoolwide Enrichment Model (SEM) is an approach to learning based on the research of University of Connecticut professors 
Drs. Joseph Renzulli and Sally Reis. Central to the SEM is the belief that every child possesses gifts and talents, and that instruction 
should address each student’s individual interests and aptitudes. Type I exposing child to issues and ideas; Type II Investigative 
skills, thinking skills; problem solving; highly productive; Type III Personalization of Investigation of real problems



Type I: General Exploratory Activities

How It WOrks:

This level of enrichment exposes 
students to a wide variety of disciplines 
topics occupations hobbies people. 
Places and events including some that 
would not ordinarily be covered in the 
regular curriculum. These are typically 
whole-class presentations that “hook” 
students by engaging them at points of 
personal interest.

Unit 
Supplement

Student 
Differentiated 
Search Engine

Teacher 
Differentiated 
Search Engine



Type I: General Exploratory Activities



Type II: Group Training Activities

How It WOrks:

In Type II activities students develop higher-order thinking skills and discipline-specific working skills 
on their own or in small groups as they pursue a topic further. This level of enrichment offers books and 
interactive experiences that encourage the development of creative thinking problem solving and 
critical thinking skill; a wide variety of specific learning how-to-learn skills; skills in the appropriate use 
of advanced-level reference materials; and written oral and visual communication skills.

Differentiated 
Assignments

Student Differentiated 
Search Engine



In Type II activities 
students develop: 

• Higher-order thinking skills and discipline-
specific working skills on their own or in small 
groups as they pursue a topic further. 

• This level of enrichment offers books and 
interactive experiences that encourage the 
development of creative thinking problem 
solving and critical thinking skill; 

• Wide variety of specific learning how-to-learn 
skills; skills in the appropriate use of advanced-
level reference materials; and 

• Written oral and visual communication skills.



Type III: Individual and Small Group 
Investigations of Real Problems

How It WOrks:

This level involves creating a product to 
solve a problem. This might mean 
construction of a model, curating an 
exhibit creating a work of art, writing a 
position paper, launching a service 
program, designing an experiment and 
many more options. Students perform 
like a practicing professional.

Super Starter Projects

Project Builder

Differentiated Assignmments



Type III: Interest-Based Projects



The Result
Personalized, deeper learning opportunities for every student

Profiler based, differentiated instruction to allow students to learn 
more based on their interests

Student agency over learning



Renzulli Learning 
and School-Wide 
Enrichment Model


